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Employees Protest Layoffs 
Union Plans to Take Legal Action 
l S Keeps Watchful EyeOnNorth 
Korean Ship 
Xhe U.S. has reason to believe that 
jKoilh Korean Ship is carrying Scud 
Missilesto Iran or Syria. Accordingto 
jfliite House Spokesman, Marl in 
Bizwater,officials are monitoring the 
vessel closely, but have not taken any 
action. The matter has been discussed 
Ktwcen President Bush and his 
national security advisers. 
.Health Risks Still Plague U.S. 
Troops 
Washington-The Environmental 
Protection Agency is is still reluctant 
:ndeveloping apian to asses the brig 
Uhealthrisksto U.S. troops exposed 
®Kuwaiti oil well fires, informs Rep. 
Iota Conyers Jr. The Michigan 
Democrat says hefears the smoke from 
ihe fires could cause problems such as 
jta exposed to the defoliant Agent 
w page 2) 
vents for this week 
owing week canbe 
residents office i 
Monica Yadegar 
Senior Staff Writer 
"Brothers and sisters, shall we call 
upon the president?" yelled Secretary-
Treasurer of General Teamsters Local 
No. 439, Pat Miraglio, to approximately 
300 people who had come to protest the 
University's decision to terminate the 
98 workers who make up the Physical 
Plant department on campus. 
The demonstration took place in front 
•Where's Noriega? 
! Anattomey for Manuel Noriega is 
sot saying whether the former 
Panamanian leader will testify as his 
defense wraps up this week in his 
Miami drug trial. Noriega, who faces 
iOdmg and racketeering charges, has 
, made only one public statement since 
k surrendered to U.S. invaders in 
Panama two years ago. 
' Deputy Assistant Secretary 
Convicted 
A former deputy assistant secretary 
(f the Navy will be sentenced May 22 
uncharges of accepting gifts to funnel 
classified military documents to 
fefense contractors. James Gaines, 64 
Seattle was convicted Friday in US 
District Court in Alexandria Va„ of 
accepting,an illegal gratuity, theft and 
Aversion of government property, 
a^ttse of a telephone in a crime. 
' interest Groups Oppose Thomas 
fhc special counsel heading the 
Reinvestigation into thedisclosure 
"Accusations against Judge Clarence 
Riaslastfall has recently questioned 
®cials of some of the interest groups 
j* opposed Thomas' nomination to 
^ Supreme Court. The officials of j 
j^group have been asked about their 
'•°nversations with reporters, 
Rors.and Senate staff members, 
'frustrated Judge Charges Robbers 
For Prison Stay 
^ A federal Judge who believed 
"niencingconstraints were too lenient 
ftWo credit union robbers, ordered 
.^confessed robbers to pay $1,492 a 
; teh in prison costs. The robbers, 
J15 and Manuel Robinson received a 
iRnce from U.S. District Judge 
S&n Walker a sentence of six and 
a half years for the armed 
.j,Both Oakland brothershave 
Previous robbery incidences. 
Rey King Beating Trial 
.J* ̂  trial of four Los Angeles 
, Officers charged with beating a 
c. ^ Rghway patrol-woman has 
intense cross-examination 
W °̂ 1e defense attorneys, Melanie 
vi^raPpeared to concede the widely 
t videotaPe of foe beating of 
J shows King moving 
^officerbefore he was beaten. 
. aWomey f0r Laurence Powell 
v ™t0 justify the officer's clubbing 
§ after a traffic stop. 
Library Automation 
Coming On Line Next Year 
d advertise^11 
SIS Hosts Conference 
By Michelle Moseley 
Guest Writer 
One of the museum's many treasured paintings: "Unfolding the Holy Flag" by Jean-
Leon Gerome. 
From Mummies To 
Priceless Paintings 
The Haggin Museum reflects the 
diversity of Stockton. 
The Open Assembly of the School of 
International Studies (OASIS) hosted 
its fourth International Spring 
Conference Friday and Saturday, March 
6 through 7. at George Wilson Hall. 
This annual event, created, organized 
and conducted by SIS students, began as 
a means to bring outside perspectives on 
world events to the UOP campus for all 
students, faculty, staff and the Stockton 
community to enjoy. 
SIS Assistant Dean BrianKlunk gave 
the welcoming remarks Friday afternoon 
at 4 p.m., and Spring conference 
coordinatorTiffany Baker offered words 
from OASIS. 
Baker was followed by the keynote 
speaker, Dr. Nathaniel Davis, aprofessor 
of humanities at Harvey Mudd and 
former foreign service officer. The 
military security panel followed, 
composed of Dr. FredLawson, associate 
professor of government at Mills 
College, and Dr. James Morrow, senior 
research fellow at the Hoover Institute. 
Dr. Lawson's speech, "U.S. Interests in 
Arab Security in the Post Cold-War 
Era" created a thought-provoking 
discussion on "hands-off" U.S. policy in 
the oil producing Gulf states. Dr. 
Morrow's topic, "The Role of the U.S. 
in a New Europe" discussed the 
challenges both the EC and international 
organizations will be facing due to the 
current changes. 
The theme of internationalism was 
carried through to dinner as students and 
faculty alike brought ethnic dishes from 
By Amy Swift 
Staff Writer 
Stockton is home to one of the finest 
art collections on the West Coast, yet 
few Stockton residents or UOP students 
utilize its rich resources. The Haggin 
Museum focuses on 19th Century 
French and American art as well as a 
plethora of historical documents and 
artifacts dating back to the initial 
settlement of Stockton. 
Founded in 1931, its original impetus 
was local history; however, it now 
contains an American Indian gallery, 
children's art and a costume collection 
as well as a library and archives with 
information about artists and Stockton 
history. 
"Stockton has vivid history that has 
always been very ethnically diverse," 
said Director of Development Barry 
Ward. Many of the children's groups 
enjoy the animated history wing, he 
said. However, few adults ever read the 
fine print about what the history is really 
all about. 
Although the museum hosts 6,000 
visitors a year, Ward believes the 
museum is heavily underutilized. 
"Most students at Pacific, even those 
in the arts don't care for landscape 
paintings. We are weak in the 
The history of Stockton is one of the museum's many attractions. 
around the world, ranging from 
Hungarian goulash to Argentine 
empanadas to Japanese sweet potato 
tempura. 
The economic security panel, held 
on Saturday morning in GWH, began 
with Dr. Tsuneo Akaha, associate 
professor of international policy studies 
and Director of the Center of East Asian 
Studies, Monterey Institute of 
International Studies. Akaha spoke on 
"Japan and Prospects for Economic 
Security in Asia," emphasizing the idea 
that Japan defines economic security as 
securing international organizations and 
promoting free trade. Following him, 
Dr. Norbert Schweiger, European 
Community Visiting Fellow at U.C. 
Berkeley, focused on the E.C. in the 
1990s. 
"A New Direction in the U.S. Trade 
Policy" was the topic of Dr. Clark 
Reynold's speech, Professor of 
Economics at Stanford University. And 
Dr. Gloria Duffy, founder and president 
ofGlobalOutlookResearch Association, 
synthesized the themes highlighted in 
the conference withherendnote speech. 
OASIS closed the conference with a 
special dedication to the SIS faculty and 
professors of other departments related 
to SIS. A plaque was presented and a 
flowering plum tree planted in front of 
GWH in their honor. 
OASIS would like to thank the 
following organizations: COPA, who 
has supported every OASIS conference, 
UPBEAT (both Cultural Awareness and 
Lectures), SIS, Arlene Whittel and Cathy 
Tanner for their guidance, Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon and especially Physical Plant. 
Does Your Student 
rnment Run? 
^offerstor 
impressionist area," he said. 
Nevertheless he emphasized that the 
opportunity is available yet students as 
well as faculty choose not to utilize it. 
Ward says he feels the problem stems 
from both the museum as well as the 
UOP community. While the museum 
underadvertises, UOP is not known for 
reaching out to the Stockton community 
as much as the University could. 
Artists such as Bierstadt, Inness, 
Moran, Renoir, Gauguin and many 
others make the display so valuable that 
institutions such as the Smithsonian and 
the White House have asked to borrow 
some of the works. 
The priceless California collection 
and Gold Rush remnants have been in 
popular demand in the recent past. 
However Ward said "big names" are not 
what the museum has a large quantity of. 
The museum is funded by private 
endowment and is non-profit, unlike 
some of the bigger, federally funded 
museums. 
Upcoming shows include agricultural 
displays, quilt shows, costumes and the 
61 st annual Robert T. McKee student art 
exhibit to be held March 7 through April 
18. The museum is located in Victory 
Park on Pershing at Rose Street and is 
openTuesday through Sunday from 1:30 
to 5 p.m. Admission is free. 
Professor Appointed To Arts Council 
By Scott Verrue 
Feature Editor 
Dr. Robert C. Cox, Jr., a Professor of 
English at University of the Pacific, has 
been appointed by Mayor Joan Darrah 
to the Stockton Arts Commission, 
Stockton's 16 member arts promotion 
agency. 
Dr. Cox, who came to UOP 20 years 
ago from Rice University, was named to 
the seat vacated by commissioner Keith 
Dennison. 
He is a member of the directory 
board of the San Joaquin Chapter of the 
American Red Cross, a past president of 
the Academic Council at UOP and the 
author of numerous scholarly articles. 




(Continued from front page) 
was also prevalent. The major concern 
that was raised by professors was the 
insufficient funds available for books. 
"Atthispointin time, the ratio of journals 
to books is approximately 60:40. The 
problem is that we have been sacrificing 
books at the expense of journals, even 
though I realize the campus needs both," 
saysLeonhardt. He was then questioned 
on how the 50 percent increase of the 
library budget was spent in relation to 
the book deficit, he replied, "Most of the 
increase we have received has been for 
salary instead of books." However, in 
defense of Dean Leonhardt's position 
he said, "As a result of some salary 
savings, $50,000 has been set aside for 
book funds. In addition, President 
Atchley has allocated an extra $100,000 
for books as well." Another source of 
funds for the library is the monetary gift 
the senior graduating class of 1992 is 
donating to the advancement of book 
supply. "There is 900 of them so we 
expect at least $900," joked Leonhardt. 
Another means enacted to combat the 
inadequacy of books is use of inter-
library loan. This network system allows 
the UOP library to borrow books and 
journals from other college libraries. 
According to Leonhardt, the only 
limitation to this system is the that more 
California State University and 
University of California schools are 
chargingfortheborrowingoftheirbooks. 
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Remember the special 
thatisincludedintuitioneverysemesteri. 
Ever wonder where this money ts SP®"*' 
The Associated Students o 
UmvemityofthePacific(ASUOP) uses 
this money to coordinate functions, 
activities and facilities for UOP students. 
ASUOP operates through a three-p 
system which consists of a legislative, 
executive and judicial branch. 
The legislative branch is the senate, 
which allocates the $300,000 budget 
every year to the clubs and organizations 
on campus. Hie judicial branch is only 
needed when a judicial question anses. 
This portion of the system is considered 
the Board of Constitutional Review. It 
consists of members appointed by the 
ASUOP President, when there is a need 
for a review to be conducted. The 
executive branch is the major portion of 
the system. 
The President of ASUOP runs the 
executive branch. The University 
Programs Board for Educational and 
Amusing Times (UPBEAT) is the 
programming part of the Associated 
Students. UPBEAT consists of six 
branches, plus an executive director. 
Films, Special Events, Social, Cultural 
Awareness, Outdoor Events and 
Lectures form the fun and educational 
committees of UPBEAT. 
The six committees which form 
UPBEAT are all run by volunteer 
members and a hired program director. 
The program director is given a stipend 
and is required to spend five hours a 
week working in the 
executive director is 
implementing programming M 
utilizes all of the six program dim 
UPBEAT serves as the progm^1 
such events as "Nooners," 
Formal, homecoming, the 
McCaffrey Center, guest Spea, 
brought to campus such as & 
Mcdonald the hypnotist and much J' 
The business sideofASUOPco 
of six business managers for diff 
aspects of the campus. The) 
Grocery manager, theEpochEdii 
Static Attic manager, a gri 
manager, an Annex manager 
human resource manager are 
responsible for di ffenent business % 
of ASUOP. These managers nm} 
coordinate the activities of these & 
and serve 12 office hours a week as, 
as receiving a stipend. 
ASUOP uses the slogan " Stud«r; 
Serving Students." That is exactly J 
it is—students who serve 
representatives of the concents, 
students in university decisions, as * 
programming activities and events 
serve the needs and wants of the studem 
ASUOP is run by students and supers 
by Sandy Tilton, who serves as | 
associated director of student activifc 
By taking part in ASUOP, stud® 
can make a difference as well as bli­
the activities and events to campus I 
students want. 
All of these positions are availah 
and applications are being accepted no, 
The applications can be picked upinfc 
ASUOP office. 
the future, witr 
lliation*',0UgheC 
°Rf compel"'0" 
;tiri Jc inr.um 1 « itisincu l 
Northern Arizona University and 
Indiana University. He has been 
awarded anNEH Fellowship atHarvard 
University and Fullbright scholarships 
in Norway and England. 
In addition to Dr Cox, other faculty 
and administration already serving on 
the Commission include: Dr. Clayton 
Shotwell, Associate Dean, Conservatory 
of Music, Dr. Sy Kahn, Professor 
Emiritus (Drama and Literature), Dr. 
David Goedecke, former Associate 
Dean, Conservatory of Music, and 
Joseph Subbiondo, Vice President, 
Office of Academic Affairs. 
The 64th Annual Band Frolic will 
takeplace Saturday, March 14, at5 p.m. 
Band Frolic is a variety show produced 
by campus living groups in order to 
raise money for the University Wind 
Ensemble and Concert Band. The 
money goes toward tours, instruments 
and music. 
This is a large event for all living 
groups. Groups participating this year 
includeEiselen, John Ballantyne, Kappa 
Alpha Theta, Delta Gamma, Tri Delta, 
Archania, Omege Phi Alpha, Phi Delta 
Theta, Alpha Kappa Lambda and Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon. 
Tickets are on sale at the UOP box 
office. Prices are $6 in advance and $8 
at the door. 
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Pacific Crime Report 
March 1 through March 8 
Assault 
-On Thursday afternoon, a student was shot with a paint pellet gun while she 
walked across Stadium Drive at Kensington Way. She suffered minorbruising 
to her back and left arm. 
-An employee of the Athletic Department was assaulted by a subject at the 
Main Gym on Friday evening. The subject and approximately 20non-students 
were attempting to use the facility without permission. Anyone having 
possible information on these incidents is requested to contact Public Saf® 
at 946-2537. 
Vandalism 
-Five unidentifiedjuveniles were responsible forpelting a parked vehicle with 
eggs in lot number two (east side of Kjeldsen swimming pool) Friday night 
Arrests 
-Officers arrested two subjects for trespassing and loitering Sunday evening 
A driver of a speeding vehicle was arrested Tuesday night for driving under 
tite influence of alcohol. UOP officers also assisted Stockton Police office's 
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GUEST EDITORIAL 
The Pacifican, March 12,1992 
physical Plant Subcontracting LETTERS TO THE EDITOR 
rfTAKffiy 
"J 'Iml Prpcil misitv President 
$600,000 annually by subcontracting 
the physical plant work and these 
savings will be redirected to maintain 
As the University positions itself our high quality educational programs 
for the future, with higher costs of The subcontractor will be encouraged 
operations, tough economic times and to hire the present employees and to 
.Jff competition for top quality provide fringe benefits, 
students, it is incumbent on all of us to There is a dispute between the 
think and restructure our operations. Teamsters and the University as to 
This process necessarily involves a whether or not this subcontracting is 
hard look at traditional relationships prohibited by the current labor 
,nd the old "business-as-usual" agreement. The University and the 
tpproach to our operations. Union are operating within the contract 
Oneof the significant "cost" centers to have this dispute resolved. It will be 
jut received a hard look, was the presented to an impartial arbitrator, 
physical Plant department. That work Based upon the plain language of the 
involves approximately lOOUniversity agreement, the University believes in 
employees who are part of a collective good faith that the contract does not 
bargaining agreement with the restrict it from subcontracting and in 
University. fact allows such subcontracts. It 
Necessarily, any evaluation of believes it is respecting the rights of all 
adjustments to the traditional plant individuals involved. 
This is one of those tough unpopular 
decisions that must be faced up to for 
the betterment of the vast majority of 
our University community. 
The University met its 
responsibilities. The Teamsters, 
however, have yet to come forward 
with any alternative to subcontracting 
Don't Bash Your Supporters Students' Best Interest? 
operations requires careful review and 
discussion with the union 
representative, Teamsters Local No. 
439, of the potentially affected 
employee. 
I have been personally very 
frustrated by the constraints the 
collective bargaining process requires, 
inthat I prefer to communicate openly 
and directly with the UOP community 
about University issues. Many of the 
issues of the day are tough, and you 
should know about them. The union 
contract process, however, limits 
public discussions, negotiations and 
proposals. This approach is designed 
to be more fair to potentially affected 
employees. 
Throughout the process, now in its 
fourth month, the University has 
endeavored to provide the highest 
degree of due process (notice of 
intentions by the University and 
opportunity for response and input 
from the affected employees' 
representatives). 
The University has made every 
effort to respect the employees, our 
obligations under various collective 
bargaining statutes and to allow the 
collective bargaining process to 
operate in the privacy of the bargaining 
We. I have consistently resisted the 
temptation to "go public" even though 
'was aware there was unrest among 
some of the campus community. 
We have prepared an updated press 
release which outlines the history of 
tbe process and is available at the 
Office of Human Resources (former 
Personnel Office) for anyone who 
would like to have a copy. 
Dear Editor: 
I am replying to the letter from "a 
scared, concerned employee" (The 
Pacifican, Mar. 5, 1992). It seems 
strange to me that employees only show 
concern for the University when their 
jobs are threatened. Or are they using 
this concern as a ploy to save their 
positions? Are they truly concerned 
about the University as a whole, or just 
the employees in the area of 
maintenance? 
"Scared, concerned employee" stated 
that there are high paid associates and 
secretaries who should be cut. I suggest 
that this person check out his/her facts 
more clearly in the future. There are NO 
high paid secretaries on this campus. 
Faculty and staff on this campus are all 
underpaid according to their skills, 
experience and pay scale. 
He/she states that 100 families will 
be affected, however, insensitivity is 
shown toward other employees on 
campus by suggesting cuts that would 
affect their families. 
Physical plant employees have 
mentioned ARA in their letters, but 
where were they when food service 
employees were losing their jobs? 
I work closely with employees from 
the physical plant everyday and have 
come to admire and respect them. That 
is why I am writing. I feel hurt that my 
fellow UOP employees would so 
viciously attack their"family" members. 
I deeply sympathize with physical 
plant employees. I think that it will not 
be in the bestinterestof the University to 
lay off these employees. I believe years 
of dedication to the University should 
notbesocallouslyignored. Thereshould 
be other ways to cut the budget without 
sacrificing these positions. We are all 
behind you, but please do not base the 
"little" people who are supporting your 
efforts. 
Much abused supporter 
ASUOP Apology To CIPSA 
Dear Editor 
I am concerned about the direction of 
the University and the questionable 
decisions made by President Atchley. I 
think the students of UOP need to look 
very seriously at what's happening. 
Decisions made by the president should 
always be in the students best interest. 
Part of his job is the supposedly 
overwhelming deficit. Why then did the 
university spend hundreds and hundreds 
of thousands of dollars to remodel the 
president's office and increase the 
standard of living at his university paid 
forhome? Was this in the students'best 
interest? 
The decision to bring in ARA was 
also thc president's. Did he have a 
personal interest in this? Where is the 
money we should have saved by this 
move? What about the promises made 
when they came to campus? How is 
ARA quality compared to previous 
service? I wonder if this decision? I 
wonder if this decision had a bearing on 
more studentsliving off campus. Is this 
in the students' best interest? 
Most recently, the thoughtless plan 
to lay off 98 physical plant employees. 
This is not only illegal but devastates the 
hopes and lives of many more than those 
98 people. How do the students feel 
about strangers, getting fly-by-night 
wages with no loyalty to UOP, having 
access to every room and apartment on 
campus? Do they feel safe? The quality 
of work from these people is not going to 
be good enough to keep the University 
running smoothly. Is thisin the students' 
best interest? 
What is President Atchley getting 
out out of this? Instead of laying off the 
98 loyal, trusted employees at the 
Physical Plant, why not start where it 
really counts. Take a good look at 
President Atchley and his very 
questionable decisions. His decisions 
have clearly been in his personal best 
interest, rather than in the best interest of 
the students. Something has to be done 
- this is your university! 
President Atchley should be 
challenged to explain himself and his 
decisions. He should address them to 
the students now. There should be 
nothing to hide, should there? 
-Name withheld upon request 
or maintaining the status quo; rather 
the response has been to "stonewall" 
the problem and threaten to intimidate 
the decision makers. The Teamsters 
have had notice of this impending 
decision for almost four months. We 
also provided timely notice of our 
decision to the State of California, the 
Chair of the Board of Supervisors for 
San Joaquin County, and the Mayor of 
Stockton. 
We do understand that the 
University is composed of people and 
I care about all our people. As painful 
as it is, the University is prepared to 
implement its decision on March 25. 
However, I have continued to struggle 
with the timing of this decision in 
tough economic times on our people 
coupled with the total lack of 
alternatives provided by the Union 
Therefore, on March 5, 1992, the 
University delivered a written proposal 
to the Union as an alternative to 
subcontracting. This proposal would 
allow theUniversity to havethe savings 
that it will realize if the work is 
subcontracted and at the same time 
allowthepresentUniversity employees 
to maintain their positions. This means 
we can redirect the savings to 
accomplish the University's primary 
mission of providing high quality 
educational programs. 
I firmly believe the University has 
faced up to a tough problem with a 
Dear Editor 
This is a public apology to The 
Community Involvement Program 
Student Association, often referred to as 
CIPSA. Last semester, CIPSA held a 
function in the Static Attic, an ASUOP 
operated facility. For several reasons, 
CIPSA was unhappy with the service. 
Some of the things that happened on the 
evening of CIPS A's event were offensive 
to CIPSA's membership and guests. 
Much of this stemmed from 
miscommunication between ASUOP 
and CIPSA, the fault of which should 
rest squarely on ASUOP's shoulders. 
The customer is always right, and this 
instance is no exception. 
I had planned to meet with CIPSA's 
officers to offer an apology on behalf of 
ASUOP, to refund their money and to 
offer another use of the Static Attic, free 
of charge. I committed the greatest of all 
diplomatic emors by missing the meeting 
entirely. It was an honest mistake, but an 
inexcusable one. I heartily apologize to 
the officers of CIPSA, to the 
membership, and to all of the guests who 
may have had less than an enjoyable 
evening last semester at the Static Attic. 
ASUOP has taken steps to assure 
that this will not happen 
again, including clarifying the terms in 
the facility use contract, abolishing 
anything but a visual search upon entry 
to the facility and instituting a risk 
management program for Static Attic 
management to use with groups who 




School Of Pharmacy 
As the employees' representative 
jjssbeen told repeatedly, this decision 
subcontract is based upon the long P iye coupled with sensitivity to 
tenu needs of the University. We affected employees. 
®Ust never forget the University s P° ^ toe campus community 
Primary mission is to educate its _ 0A «tn the final outcome. Thank 
*ms. We have reached U. 
delusion that we can save some y 
Dear Editor, 
I am currently a full time student at 
UOP School of Pharmacy and I am 
writing to share some of my feelings 
regarding the education that I am 
receiving here. 
The School of Pharmacy has many 
good points and its condensed program 
is an advantage to many students. With 
the exception of one class thus far, I am 
happy to say that all of the instruction 
that I have received has been at least 
good and some of the instruction has 
been excellent. Most of the professors 
arc good educators and are available 
outside of class with advice and 
assistance which is very much 
appreciated. Excepting one laboratory, 
the physical laboratory facilities are 
exceptional. 
Notwithstanding all that UOP has to 
offer its pharmacy students, I think that 
a few changes could make the learning 
experience an even more positive one. 
As a current and potential future 
supporter of UOP School of Pharmacy, 
I want to see my money being used for 
educationally important functions. 
Almost daily I wonder with my 
(See Pharmacy, back page) 
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"Triscits." Bagel Kitchen bagels." "Diet Coke and Viviran.'' 
"Orange juice.'' 
lrH^amales and Snapple letd Tea." "Ho*® <** 
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Russia Today: Put In Perspective 
vniir average American 
By Laurel Handly 
International Editor 
hp met you   i  pQi: 
;ia is much more llke|>'^ ^ a bashing article. It did not even 
close to the lousy things that 
It has come to my attention in the last 
few weeks that Americans feel a very 
strong emotion about Russia. 
y 
Russia is cn ' with a 
with disgust and anger 
conspiratorial laugh. rhange of journalists print every day abom t 
I discovered this natl0"a ^ & congress. Why the uproar? It. 
heart first hand when I ran ^ ^ American people are very pit)J 
strong e otion about ussia, few weeks ^ by a of their new found sympathy J | 
Surprisingly enough it is not hate or fear Ws of^US^oh^visited Russia. Russian people Maybe it j 
or revulsion. It is an odd combinations UOP student who had v newfound respect coupled withglli 
The article was humorous ai ^ ^ realizing sooner how muchiji' 
fun at Russian stereot>^ dere they are,thathaspeopleonthedefensi 
, too sympathize wiih the p,ight^ 
^ «•>* r * 25»» 
yniversity 





of affection and parental protection. 
Since the Iron curtain has been pulled 
Americans have seen the Russians in a 
very different light. Where negative 
comments about the Soviet Union used 
to be sociably acceptable; almost a 
not*1- aUintet wil 
T nd favorites 
NVO0^!^ Quintet 
faffanef jhe most pc 
^ ric Quintet litei 
^vvarm, romar 
fof la long and 1" 
featums a 
Woodwind Quit 
^nUS composer, Ve 
^InedtobeGeorgt 
SdttUenpngco; 
uncertain terms, ui« u~ "j[t~offensive. pull their country together ,n 
t  be s cia l  acce ta le; al st a poortaste and that they o ^ ̂ ^ tumuituous 1990s. They deserv 
bonding ritual, they have now become a It was not poliucauy .^ support and understanding. I \n J 
major social faux pas. Songs like honesfly wassurpnse • ^ it's equally important for the Ame, 
article on my page w nc.nrile not to lose their nero***. "Russians" by Sting are no longer in article   a  satire. It people t t  l se their perspectivi 
vogue; in fact they are not even being thought. It was humor. fhan ^j. 0f humor. 
•% 
written. 
tact me  are t e e  uem  ^"6" — .,d t
A negative comment about certainly was muc 
What's Going On Worldwide News 
The tension has increased in the 
middle east as Syria has accused Israel 
of trying to "kill" the ongoing middle 
east peace talks. As the fourth round of 
the talks neared a close they had yet to 
reach a decision about where the next 
meeting should be held, much less 
anything more weighty. Yossi Gal, 
the Israeli spokesperson, defended 
Israel's actions and the peace talk in 
general stating that Israel and Jordan 
are exchanging agendas and called 
that "a small but significant step 
forward." 
Now citizens will be able to look through these factors is causing the rain forest 
Se catalogues of the centml committee to permanently dimmish, 
and request any documents that are more 
than 10 years old. 
On March 2 the Soviet Communist 
Party's archives were finally made 
open to the public. After years of 
secrecy, scholars and historians, for 
the first time, will be granted a chance 
to discover what went on behind the 
walls of the impenetrable Kremlin. 
The logging industry in Brazil is 
causing serious threat to the rain forest. 
Since the 1970s, lumber production in 
the Amazon has quadrupled. Because 
other sources of wood have rapidly 
become depleted, Brazil is expected to 
become the single largest exporter of 
wood by the year 2000. 
One third of the world' s rain forest is 
in Brazil. Logging is being done at a 
very rapid pace without deference to the 
fact that many varieties of trees are in 
danger of becoming extinct. For every 
tree that is cut down, 27 others are 
damaged duringthe process. In addition, 
there is no organization to insure that the 
forests rejuvenate. The combination of 
The Irish Supreme Court seems 
have broadened the grounds under 
which a woman may legally obtain; 
abortion. Legally a woman could 
only obtain an abortion if the 
pregnancy was a direct threat to hei 
life. 
Controversy over the legal status 
of abortion in Ireland began afteraM 
year old girl who claimed to have 
been raped by a friends father was 
denied permission to have an abortion 
and was forbidden to travel to Brii 
to obtain one. 
The girl' s threat of suicide, 
with mass support for the girl, seems 
to have swayed the court as they voted 
four to one to allow the girl to leave 
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Summer At Oxford 
By Laurel Handly 
Injustice in Haiti Continues International Editor 
Monica Yadegar 
Senior Staff Writer 
"Haiti Today" was the topic 
discussion on the March 4 World on 
Wednesday. Bay Area Haitian/ 
American Counsel Pierre La Bossiere 
was the guest speaker and he offered to 
those present an insight to Haiti's past 
that has led to its current conditions. 
According to LaBossiere, the unrest 
and inner conflicts in Haiti date back to 
its beginning and the ramifications are 
still felt today. "The Tonton Macoutes 
were shaped after the Haitian guard 
established during the 29-year-old 
military occupation that began in 1915" 
The Macoutes, created in 1957 by then 
Haiti president Francois Duvalier, were 
a private militia that terrorized the nation 
and assassinated thousands. 
In 1986, the Haitians were finally 
given some hope that things might 
improve when Jean-Claude "Baby Doc'' 
Duvalier was forced to leave and the 
Macoutes were disbanded. However, 
LaBossiere stated, things began to look 
grim again in the years that followed. 
"By 1990 people had already seen the 
outcome, it was a period of real 
disappointment and the people felt 
misled by the politicians." it was during 
this period that Haiti suffered fourcoups 
d'etat and became exposed to twice as 
many governments. 
The Haitians hopes were revived once 
more in 1990 when Father Jean Bertrand 
Aristide joined the campaign for the 
office of President." For the first time 
there were free democratic elections held 
"Two thumbs up-way up. 
It's one of the year's best films!' 
SISKEL & EBERT 
in Haiti" LaBossiere said, "The people 
believed that they had the power to elect 
their own agenda by the ballot." 
Once Aristide was elected, according 
to LaBossiere, he began a series of 
reforms to clean up the areas of the 
government and institutions that had 
become corrupt, "After a few months in 
office he had saved $8 million. All those 
private sectors that were being attacked 
by his government joined together and 
formed the coup that ended Aristide's 
reign in September of 1991." 
Following Aristide's removal from 
office, the Macoutes once again returned 
to power. "The conditions in Haiti are 
very serious now. Since the coup 
thousands of Aristide's supporters have 
been victimized" stated LaBossiere, 
"these are the people you see trying to 
escape in the boats to the U.S." 
LaBossiere commented on the 
continuation of such conditions in Haiti 
by quoting Aristide. He stated, "Until 
there is justice in the country, things will 
continue as they are." 
Students who have wanted to go 
abroad but have not been able to leave 
for an entire semester may find a very 
happy compromise in a program being 
offered this summer at Corpus Christi 
College, Oxford University in England 
through the University of DetroitMercy. 
Participating students will get a chance 
to experience life in England as well as 
gain transferable college units. Courses 
are being offered in the fields of Fine 
Arts, Business Administration, 
Communications, History, Literature 
and Political Science. The program is 
divided into two sessions the first running 
from July 5 to July 25 and the second 
running from July 26 through Aug. 15. 
Each three week session costs 
approximately $2000, plus tuition. A 
few of the courses run the entire six 
weeks of the program. Those courses 
cost approximately $3500 plus tuition. 
The cost of the trip includes a private 
room with daily maid service, full board 
including morning coffee and biscuits 
and English high tea, field trips to 
Ludlow, London, and Stratford, tickets 
to plays and visits to famous museums 
and galleries and special dinners at 
country inns. This program would be 
ideal for any student who has always 
longed to get a feel for the United 
Kingdom. The application deadline is 
April 15 1992. 
For more information or to obtain an 
application students may write to: 
British Studies at Oxford 
Department of English 
University of Detroit Mercy 
Box 19900 
Detroit, MI 48219-3599 
or phone: 
Edward J. Wolff, Co-Director 
(313) 993-1082 
Margaret B. Pigott, Co-Director 
(313) 370-4131 or 370 2154 












AIE SEC Trainee from 
Cape Town, South 
Africa 
Where- Bechtel Center 
When- Wed., March II 
1992 
"A powerhouse movie... 
the work of a truly gifted filmmaker." 
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HELP THE CHILDREN 
••Rm 209-547-0255 
C A FACILITY #390312275 
mu 
$ 
No matter what your 
racquet, the University 
Bookstore can help. We 
carry racquetball 
racquets and balls, 
tennis racquets and 
balls, even golf balls 
and accessories. 
University Bookstore 
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Î!"t2Ui'"et At W>P Famed Opera Performed 
fhe University of the Pacific 
jervatory of Music Resident Artist 
C°neS presents the Pacific Art 
jf^wind Quintet. The quintet is made 
f jive different instmments; flute, 
f" clarinet, bassoon, and the French 
oW6' 
quintet will perform four 
^wind favorites including; Paul 
Taffanel's Quintetfor Wind Instruments. 
" 0f the most popular of French 
oofnantic Quintet literature; it is known 
f its wann, romantic melody that 
features a long and lovely French hom 
Woodwind Quintet, written by 
nous composer, Verne Reynolds who 
ipened to be George Nemeth's French 
tn teacher at the Eastman School of 
Music in New York. This is one of the 
(challenging contemporary works 
CALENDAR OF EVENTS 
Five R? f q ttL Jacques fcn's 
«ne.^SK W00dWin<iT"0^. 
often L SOO") iS "0t I**01™'! often because of the unusual trio 
~°UU,̂ ,"US,enab,e" 
_-H- ITle last piece to be 
PC rmed is Echolalia, written in 1985 
y J°hn A. Lennon, Chair of the 
Composition Department at the 
iversity of Tennessee. This is a 
composition for S0l0 flute 
commissioned by the National Flute 
Association. It is an unusual study in 
echo effects." This is one of the best 
senes to date, so don't hesitate to enjoy 
c music. It is to be held in the Recital 
HaU, located directly behind FayeSpanos 
Concert Had. An optional $3 scholarship 
donation at the dooris welcome although 
the concert is free to UOP students. 
The University of the Pacific 
Conservatory of Music will present 
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart's delightful 
opera "The Marriage of Figaro", the 
week foUowing Spring Break. Similar 
to the Resident Artist series, this opera, 
directed by UOP Opera Director Mark 
Ross Clark is staged entirely with 
Conservatory of Music students and 
faculty. George Buckbee is the Musical 
Director of this production. 
"The Marriage of Figaro," a four-act 
opera, was first performed in Vienna on 
May 1,1786. It is set in the 18th century 
at the viUa of Count Almaviva outside 
SeviUe. Figaro and Susanna, the valet 
and personal m aid to Count and Countess 
Almaviva, are to be married. 
Susanna is concerned about attempts by 
the Count to seduce her and Figaro sets 
about to outwit Almaviva. Cherubino, a 
young page enamored with the Countess, 
is drawn into a conspiracy with Figaro, 
Susanna and the Countess to embarrass 
the Count. Marcellina, the Villa's 
housekeeper, Dr. Bartolo, her former 
employer, and Don Curzio, a notary, 
make various attempts to sabotage Figaro 
and Susanna. Barbarina, the gardener's 
daughter, saves Cherubino from the 
Count's wrath by persuading him to let 
her marry the page. Don Basilio, a 
bumbling music teacher, adds comic 
touches in his efforts to endear himself 
to the Count, and various peasants and 
servants are drawn into the excitement. 
All eventually ends happily foreveryone. 
Spring Break Special 
10% Student Discount 
Redeem This Coupon For Your Guaranteed 
Low Price On This Special Introductory Offer 
STANDARD 
Rent-A-Car 
Stockton * Central 
942-0161 
Credit Cards Required 
Must Be 21 
OAKLAND COLISEUM 
CALENDAR of EVENTS...March 
March 12: Warriors vs. Detroit 
Arena, 7:30 p.m. 
March 13: Nor-Cal/CEF Basketball 
Arena, 4 p.m. 
Stereo Liquidation Sale 
Exhibit Hall, 10a.m.-9 p.m. 
March 14: Nor-Cal/CIF Basketball 
Arena, 3 p.m. 
Stereo Liquidation Sale 
Exhibit Hall, 10a.m.-9 p.m. 
March 15: W.W.F. Championship 
Wrestling 
Arena, 1 p.m. 
Stereo Liquidation Sale 
Exhibit Hall, 10 a.m.-9 p.m. 
March 18: Warriors vs. Minnesota 
Arena, 7:30 p.m. 
March 25:1992 World Figure Skating 
Championships 
Arena, 1 p.m. & 7:15 p.m. 
March 26-27: 1992 World Figure 
Skating Championships 
Arena, 2 p.m. & 7:30 p.m. 
March 28:1992 Wodd Figure Skating 
Championships 
^na, 1:30 p.m. & 7:30 p.m. 
March 29:'1992 World Figure Skating 
Champioaships 
Arena, 2 p.m. & 8 p.m. 
March 30: Warriors vs. Philadelphia 




Match 15; Student Piano Recital, Lilly 
Schlachta. 
^ec'tal Hall, 1 p.m. Free. 
March 16: Pacific Arts Woodwind 
cretin Chamber 
°los and Ensembles. 
Rec«al Hall, 8 p.m. Free. 
March 17; Student Trumpet Recital, 
Ndcha 
For Rent 
5 Bedroon, 4 Bath house, 2900 square 
feet, across from UOP Stadium, 5 
garages, no more than 6 adults, lease, 
$1500 month, call 477-1234. 
C R U I S E  J 0 6 S  
Cruise Llites Now Hiring. Earn 
$2,000+ per month working on cruise 
ships. World travel! Holiday, Sum­
mer and Full-time employment avail­
able. For Employment Program call 
1-206-545-4155 ext. C 304 
* EARN EXTRA INCOME * 
Earn $200-$500 weekly mailing travel 
brochures. For information send a 
stamped addressed envelope to: Travel 
INC., P.O. Box 2530, Miami, FL 33161 
111 MI 
m 
Make sure your road trip proceeds without a hitch. 
|AMf < ' <»*' 
••• 80̂ 235 893 3780 J S3 
Sometimes road trips can be a little more adventurous than , you 
expect them to be. Which is why you should always pack your AT&T Calling Card. • 
It's all you need to make a call from almost anywhere to anywhere. It's the least 
expensive way to call state-to-state on AT&T when you can't dial direct. And now, 
— ^n se. 
ital Hall, 6:30 p. 
Lyric Mezzo Soprano, Lynelle 
, Sorter Wiens. 
Theatre, 8 p.m. Free. 
March 18: University Symphony 
fenestra. 
aye Spanos Concert Hall, 8 p.m. Free. 
.m. Free. 
you could also get 10% back jjgjjgl on all the long distance calls you make with 
your card* • The AT&T Calling Card. It's the best route to wherever you're going. 
Call more, save more with an AT&T Calling Card. 
CaU 1800 654-0471, Ext. 5915. 
worth of AT&T Long Distance Calls with your AT&T Card per quarter. Calls covered by special AT&T pricing plans are not included. 
AT&T 
• Must make at least $30 
©1992 AT&T 
The Pacifican, March 1} 
SHOP TALK 
Salaries: No Recession Here 
By Joel Kussakov 
Sports Editor 
asfaraspopulant^sc^rn^ ^ 
latter are recognizable names a 
nation to virtually everyone toor n 
Dell Demps closes out a brilliant UOP career. Photo courtesy The Stockton Record 
Tigers Ready For Big West Tournament 
By Dan McDonald 
Staff Writer 
Despite losing to a tough Santa 
Barbara team, the Tigers are ironically 
exactly where they want to be. 
After the 70-68 loss to the Gauchos, 
the Tigers found themselves in a tie for 
sixth place in the Big West withFullerton 
State. The tie was settled on a coin toss 
that the Tigers won. 
The coin toss gave UOP the fifth 
seed in the upcoming Big West 
tournament. The winner of the 
tournament lands an automatic bid to 
theNCAA toumamentlaterinthemonth. 
ui The Tigers finish the season at 12-15 
and 8-10 in the Big West. The loss on 
Sunday was a rare one for the fans at the 
Spanos Arena as UOP was 9-3 at home 
this season. The loss snapped a five 
game home win streak for the Tigers. 
UOP played the 20-7 Gauchos close 
the whole game and at some points 
seemed to be controlling the game. UOP 
lead 31-25 at half time despite shooting 
a woeful 37.5 percent. 
The second half was a streaky half 
forboth clubs. Santa Barbara lead 56^16 
with eight minutes and 41 seconds left 
but Glenn Griffin's three point play and 
a pair of Dell Demps three pointers cut 
the Gauchos lead to 66-65 with 1:33 left. 
Doug Muse extended the lead to 68-
65 after making an easy lay up, but 
Randy Lavender tied the score at 68 a 
piece after making three out of four free 
throws. The Gauchos called a time out 
to set up the eventual game winning 
play. Ray Kelly took the inbound pass 
from Mike Meyer and dribbled across 
mid-court and drove inside the Tigers 
zone for the game winning lay up. 
Dell Demps scored 21 to lead the 
Tigers. Demps played in his last home 
game and became the second all time 
leading scorer for Pacific with 1,673 
points. Tony Amundson dropped 10 
below his 16 point average scoring six. 
UOP plays Utah State on Friday at 1 
p.m. in the first round of the tournament. 
They are also in the same bracket as 
Santa Barbara so a rematch is not out of 
the question. 
Inacoupleof months the 1992 baseball 
season will begin and baseball players 
will once again resume their role as the 
kings of prime-time sports. During this 
162 game season Michael Jordan will 
go from a regular on the front pages of 
magazines and newspapers, to a 
forgotten Wheaties box poster child. 
Replacing Michael as the ESPN 
highlight king is done by guys like 
Nolan Ryan and Jose Canseco, a legend 
and a cry baby. 
Surprisingly, the biggest name in 
this year's annual media barrage, more 
commonly referred to as spring training, 
is not Jose Canseco or any member of 
the Oakland A's. 
The man who is getting all the 
attentionthisyearisthe soft-spoken 2nd 
baseman of the Chicago Cubs, Ryne 
Sandberg. Ryne is known to baseball 
fans across the country as the finest 2nd 
basemen in the game today. He has stats 
that rival the legendary Rogers Homsby, 
who is widely recognized as the finest 
2nd baseman to ever play the game. 
Largely because the Chicago Cubs have 
not done much in terms of post-season 
appearances, the name Ryne Sandberg 
hardly stacks up to ball-players like 
Roger Clemens and Rickey Henderson 
The name Ryne Sandberg 
become popular, especially 
Cubs management, as he luio^ l]l/ln 
com itract that wiU pay him over$7mUhon 
a season. Roger Clemens, who was 
jeopardize the future of their Sto. 
franchise? The only reason RyJ*' 
offered $7 millionby the Cubsisbe, 
they knew if they did not, then 
else would have. 
Their are several reasons 
baseball will always be the spon*; 
the highest paid athletes. The 1 
tradition of baseball is unmatched 
any sport. Baseball greats suchas&. 
Ruth and Mickey Mantle hat-
completely different stigma than j 
Brown, who is probably the mostf; 
pre v r 
just over $5 million. _ 
forget ihe $b million dollar man in favor 
of Sandberg. „ , 
When fans areasked, ^°J9„ ld timer t0 play football. When 
think aboutAaron broke Babe Ruth, £ , 
^^t1Sundemtand iswhypeople tecotti it was one of the mosti*,,; 
What cannoi ui who moments in thehistoryofspoits. w, 
usujtysideswilhmanagement when it Payton breaking Jim Brown, ^ 
usually siaes ^ .g strange t0 record is as close to this magni^ 
seeme happy about a'playermaking$7 football can gel, and that is 
mrtlton a^ear but the reason is simple, close- The other reason ,s the laa 
BASEBMXISBIG. It is also an added schedule and the huge amounts of ̂  
plus to see Canseco get bent out of shape 
because his $4 million that caused so 
much controversy just two years is now 
not even in the top 10. 
If Rickey Henderson is making $3 more role models, baseball by alandshj 
million a year and is not among the top The last 10 years seem to suggest^ 
50 in terms of pay it is pretty easy to see football is the choice as the mostpopUj 
thatowneis are inaposition where they sport in this country. This all dep. 
can afford to pay these astronomical how you look at popularity and no 
salaries Do you really think Cub taking account of the mythical quali5 
management would pay Sandberg $7 thatsurroundbasebafi,especially^; 
million if they thought it would Dogs and apple pie. 
tl 
% r< 
that is taken in from 81 home 
This substantially higher thentheq 
basketball or 8 in football. Las; 





UOP Drops Three To San Jose 
By Allie McHugh 
Sports Editor 
Friel, Norris Pace Lady Tigers Attack 
Bv Joel Russakov 
Sports Editor 
Although the Lady Tigers concluded 
their regularseasonSunday attheSpanos 
Center,theseasonisfarfromover. Ifthe 
Tigers play like they did in defeating 
Long Beach State 87-72, they should be 
very successful in the Big West 
Tournament. 
UOP picked the perfect time to put 
together their best performance of the 
season as they now will open Big West 
tournament play Wednesday against 
Hawaii. 
The winner of this tournament 
receives an automatic bid to the NCAA 
tournament. 
Usually when the Lady Tigers play 
well, Tine Freil and Natasha Norris put 
up the numbers that dominate the stat 
sheets. Sunday was certainly no 
exception as these two great athletes 
played like superstars doing what they 
do best. 
Freil certainly knows assists and 
Sunday she dished out 21, the most in 
the nation this season. Her22 assists last 
year is the Big West record, as well as 
second on the all-time list. Michelle 
Burden of Kent State had 23 last year 
which is the NCAA record. 
It makes it a lot easier for Freil to put 
up big assist numbers when Natasha 
Norris gets hot. Hot is about the best 
way to describe the latest performance 
from Norris: 39 points and 17 rebounds. 
The point total was her personal best 
almost equaling the school record 41 by 
Julie Szukalski in 1987. Her 17 rebounds 
was three shy of her personal high of 20 
she grabbed last year. 
As a team the Lady Tigers shot a 
very respectable 55 percent from the 
field. If they continue to put up these 
type of numbers they should be right 
there in the post-season Big West 
tournament. 
The win means UOP concludes this 
regular season with a mark of 13-14,11 -
7 in the conference. Long Beach, who 
open Big West tournament play against 
Fresno State, concluded the year with a 
record of 13-14 and 7-11 
The UOP Baseball team needs to get. 
back on track. The Tigers, now 7-11 and 
0-3 in the Big West, are looking for a 
winning streak that will even their record 
and get them back into the Big West 
race. 
Last weekend, the Tigers faced a 
very good San Jose State team. The 
Spartans were ungrateful hosts as they 
swept the three game series with Pacific. 
On Saturday, the Tigers and Spartans 
hookedupinadoubleheader. In the first 
game, San Jose won 4-0 behind the 
pitching of Rob Andrakin. He pitched a 
complete game two-hitter, striking out 
10 and walking only one. Ed Mylett and 
Rob B arber got the two hits for Pacific as 
they both singled. 
Game two saw the emergence of the 
UOP bats, as the Tigers pounded out 11 
hits. The Spartans got 13 hits and scored 
runs in five consecutive innings to beat 
Pacific 8-2. Chip Sell had three hits and 
an RBI to lead the Tiger attack. 
On Sunday, the Tigers and Spartans 
were tied at three, going into the bottom 
of the eighth inning. San Jose scored 
three runs off Danny Miller to b: 
Pacific 6-3. UOP was behind 3-1 inti 
seventh inning when Barbercametotc 
with a runner on. The Pacific catcher: 
a two run home run to tie the ball g« 
at three and show that UOP was notot 
of the game yet. 
The Tigers did have eight hits, wit 
all but two in the starting lineup gei: 
at least one. The Tigers are 
they can get some wins this 
The team travels south to Long Bead 
State to face a tough team and if they;; 
get a sweep, they will be even ii 
West play. 
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a5_l record, playmi 
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Mahon added a dou 
Pacific pounded out 
pitched three no hit 
out five batters. Chai 
pitched the rest of t 
record to 1-2. In the 
Tigers got 14 hits on 
10 runs. BrandiPhil 
Good Luck to the UOP Men's and Women's 
Basketball teams in the Big West Tournament We 
know that you will show Pacific Pride in every game 
you play. -The Pacifican Sports Staff 
$ Tiger Tracks 
Thursday, March 12 
Women's Basketball at Big West Tournament (Through March 14) 
Softball at Elite Tournament (Through March 15) 
Friday, March 13 
Baseball at Long Beach State 
Men's Tennis at University of San Diego Tournament 
Women's Tennis at University of Nevada-Reno 




Saturday, March 14 
Baseball at Long Beach State 
Lacrosse at Santa Cruz 
Women's Tennis vs. University of Idaho (At Reno) 





Sunday, March 15 
Baseball at Long Beach State 
Lacrosse vs Sacramento State at Sunken Field 
1 p.m. 
1 p.m. 
Wednesday, March 18 
Baseball vs Princeton at Billy Hebeit Field 
Men's Volleyball vs Sacramento State at Main Gym 
7:30 p.m. 
Coming next week: 
The Pacifican Sports Staff will make its 
predictions on the NCAA Basketball 
Tournament. 
Think you are an expert? 
If so, give a us a list of your Final Four picks 
and bring them up to the Pacifican by Monday at 
5 p.m. 
F A S  T  
F U N D R A I S I N G  
P R O G R A M  
Fraternities, sororities, student 
ciubs. Earn up to s1000 in one 
week. Plus receive a M000 
bonus yourself. And a FREE 
WATCHjustfor calling 1-800-





Pratt offers summer courses that do a little more than 
,^ld-PeT That's because our students, the most 
stanH^rHfnnCr^atiVe peoP'e in the country, set high 
MHM ?R r i u"n& ,our two summer sessions from 
hiinH rp. "y 2find July 6-August 14* we're offering 
rmirspQ h0°' under8raduate, graduate and professional courses designed for creative people. 
art eduratinnmhPr<f8rams in architecture, advertising, 
comDuterpr^h,f^artfi.CIt.y and regional planning, 
ST^S?raSaPHhiCS>C°nStrUCtion^manal^enLcreative 
£ a?y' dr?wing, engineering, facilities manage­ment fa^hinr. fii™ V- xaciuues IIldim&>-
industrinl • . r^ arts, graphic design, illustration, 
hbraw sden ' en°r deSi§n'jewelry' intonation and 
sculpture urb^h Pai.ntin8> Photography, printmaking, 
7sL a eS,gn'Video telecommunication, and 
internships are also available. 
jARrDE/sYK^^rNRocRAMs ™ ,taw' 
GRAPHICS* nNFAEirrS PR0GRAMS IN COMPUTER 
FORMATION ani^K?' GRAPHIC DESIGN, AND IN-
more rl urn^P LIBRARY SCIENCE. To find out 
ext 713 hC COUpon or eall: (718) 636-3453, 
Numerous shorter sessions are offered also-
200 Willoughby Professional Studies 
, Brooklyn, NY 1120S • (718) 636-34S3, ext. 713 
• Summer Mm?* P%ST ° Summer CourseS 
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they will be even in 
Ift figers pose after a road game. 
Lady Tigers Too Much For Hawaii 
UyliiieMcHugh 
Sports Editor 
The UOP Softball team had a very 
enjoyable week. The Lady Tigers posted 
a 5-1 record, playing in three double-
headers. The team has improved to 12-
10 and 4-2 in the Big West. 
Last Wednesday the Tigers faced the 
University of Santa Gara. Pacific had 
no problem with the opponent, as they 
thrashed them 12-0 and 10-0 
respectively. Reeve Fuller led the way 
is she went 3-for-4 with 2 RBI's. Maria 
Mahon added a double and a triple as 
Pacific pounded out 16 hits. Lea Lopez 
pitched three no hit innings and struck 
outfive batters. CharleneHommerding 
pitched the rest of the way to run her 
record to 1-2. In the Second game, the 
Tigers got 14 hits on the way to scoring 
10 runs. Brandi Phillips got the win for 
UOP, striking out six. Nicole Parker 
had three hits and knocked in two runs to 
help pace the attack. Audrena Mauga 
and Hommerding added two RBI's each 
to help the Tigers get the sweep of Santa 
Gara. 
This past weekend, the Lady Tigers 
hosted Hawaii at Oak Park. The teams 
played two double-headers and the 
results were very encouraging for Pacific. 
On Friday, UOP and Hawaii split a 
double header. Lopez took the win for 
Pacific in the first game, as UOP won 2-
1. Lopez went the distance for the 
Tigers to even her record at 4-4. Pacific 
scored a run in the seventh inning to take 
a very well pitched game by both teams. 
In the second game, Hawaii scored two 
runs in the fifth inning to beat the Tigers 
3-1. Phillips took the loss for Pacific, as 
the Tigers offense could not capitalize 
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Ruggers Rough Up The Dons 
By Chris Matthews 
Staff Writer 
UOP's Gub Rugby Team continued 
its winning ways last Saturday with a 
convincing 38-14 romp over USF at the 
venerable Golden Gate Park Polo 
Grounds in San Francisco. As off the 
field news goes, the Tigers learned 
following the game that they had earned 
an invitation to the prestigious Santa 
Barbara Rugby Tournament in Santa 
Barbara in April. 
The first half of play was sloppy and 
saw the Tigers and Dons even at ten 
points apiece. UOP's scrum proved to 
be the difference in the second half. 
With aneightman scrum weighing close 
to 1800 pounds, the Tigers began to 
push their opposition all over the field. 
Winning scrums and tidying up most of 
the loose balls gave Pacific possession 
throughout the half. In the second half, 
the Tigers score five tries. The most 
impressive try of the day was scored by 
Thor Harrison following a Pacific line-
out. As Harrison came down with the 
ball about 12 meters away from the 
Dons try line, the rest of UOP's 
mammoth pack bound on to him and 
preceded to drive him the entire 12 
meters. 
The second half dominance of 
possession enabled the Pacific backs to 
atone for a sloppy first half and assert 
their speed and power. The speed was 
provided by Oscar Meza (two tries), and 
Warren Tom (one try). Shawn Price 
electrified the large USF crowd with a 
brilliant run, trampling over a numberof 
Dons on his way to the try line. 
Impressive efforts in the scrum were 
turned in by Matt Gilcrest, Clint Fleener, 
Chris Angelica, Mike "Hammer of the 
Gods"Neithammer, and Thor Harrison. 
Outstanding jobs cleaning up loose balls 
and supporting the backs were done by 
Marc Rossi, Eric Nielsen, and Chris 
Mathews. ThePacificRugbyjuggernaut 
returns to action Saturday the 14th at 1 
p.m. at Santa Gara. 
March Madness Hits Pacific Intramurals 
By Rich Carr 
Senior Staff Writer 
game. The Lady Tigers lost an 
opportunity, but made up for it on 
Saturday. 
The second double header between 
Hawaii and Pacific saw two shutouts 
thrown. The Tigers won 5-0 and 1-0 to 
take three out of four from Hawaii. Lea 
Lopez took the win for UOP to mark her 
third victory in a row. Lopez, now 5-4, 
struck out five and has not given up a run 
in 18 straight innings. MariaMahonand 
Audrena Mauga each doubled to pace 
an 11 hit attack. In the second game, 
UOP got a great pitching performance 
from Brandi Phillips. The Stockton 
native gave up only two hits to raise her 
record to 6-4. Another Stocktonian, 
Wendee Espinosa, drove in the only mn 
for the Tigers as she doubled in Mahon. 
The Tigers are now 12-10andlookingto 
improve as they go to the Elite 
Tournament this weekend. 
BASKETBALL: Playoffs begin 
tonight. At the time of this writing, there 
are just few absolute things about 
Pacific's version of March Madness. 
First place teams have been determined 
in most leagues, but after that "The 
Committee" has the job of determining 
who plays who and when. As I write this 
article, scores are coming in. 
Co-Rec: The only absolute in this 
division is who is playing. World Hoops 
and The Conglomerate will have 
determined the league champion on 
Tuesday. Jackson will play the first place 
team, while a very dangerous Price-a-
roni waits for the second place team. 
These games 
will be played tonight at 7 p.m. The 
finals will be Tuesday at 6 p.m. 
Women: There are absolutes in this 
division. GLOB has won the league. 
The Boobs have finished in second while 
Basketcase is in third. Dunkin' Deltas 
will play GLOB on Sunday at 10 p.m. 
The Boobs and Basketcase will play 
tonight at 7 pjn. The finals "will be 
Monday at 6 p.m. 
Napoleon B: VelvetTouchhas secured 
the top seed with Just Do It having the 
second. Sonic Boom is Just Do It's 
opponent in the semifinal. A scrappy 
AICS will play Velvet Touch for the 
right to play in the finals. Both games are 
Sunday at 7 p.m. with the finals on 
Tuesday at 8 p.m. 
Napoleon A: This is another absolute 
league. Island Style is the occupant of 
the top seed for the third year in a row. 
Backyard Bailers won the tie-breaker 
between Short & Sweet and Fab Phive. 
Fab Phive having lost all tie-breakers, 
will have to play Confusion tonight at 7 
p.m. The winner will play Island Style 
while Backyard Bailers play Short & 
Sweet in the other semifinal. The final 
will be played on Tuesday at 10 p.m. 
Men C: John B. Hoops will play 
Shooters on Sunday at 8 p.m. White 
Thunder will play J.B. B-Ballers on 
Sunday at 8 p.m as well. The finals will 
be played Tuesday at 7 p.m. 
Men B: Island Style has clinched the 
first seed while Sewer Patrol has the 
second. After that, it is anyone's guess. 
RotundaRowdies and OmegaPhi Alpha 
are definitely in, where is still up in the 
air. DNA, Underdogs, and Glass Slipper 
are fighting it out for the last two spots. 
Quarterfinals are tonight at 9 p.m. 
Semifinals are Monday at 8 p.m. with 
the finals on Wednesday at 9:30 p.m. or 
after the Men's Volleyball match with 
Sac State, whichever is later. 
Men A: Mad Bombers have won the 
league with Fizzers II coming in second. 
The Committee has projected fourteams 
with 4-4 records. Front Runners, 
Warriors, Archania, and HDN are the 
predicted four. Phi Delta Theta could 
have thrown a wrench into the works if 
they have won last night. As it stands 
rightnow, one quarterfinal will be tonight 
at either 6 p.m. or 10 p.m. The other will 
be Sunday at 11 p.m. Semifinals are 
Monday at9p.m. and 10 p.m. The finals 
are Tuesday at 9 p.m. 
RICH's PICS for week of 319 
Men A 
1. Mad Bombers 
2. Fizzere II 
3. Front Runners 
Men B 
1. Island Style 
2. Sewer Patrol 
3. Rotunda Rowdies 
Co-Rec 
1. The Conglomerate 




2. The Boobs 
3. Basketcase 
Napoleon A 
1. Island Style 
2. Backyard Bailers 
3. Fab Phive 
Napoleon B 
1. Velvet Touch 
2. Just Do It 
3. Sonic Boom 
SOCCER: League play has started. I 
will report progress next week. 
SOFTBALL: Entries are now open for 
Co-Rec A & B, Women's, and Men's 
A,B,C divisions. The Men A division 
will place 10 men on the field including 
a pitcher. The season will begin after 
spring break. Entries are $25 and are due 
TODAY March 12 with the captains 
meeting on March 17. 
PRESEASON SOFTBALL 
TOURNAMENT will occuron Sunday 
March 15. Entry fee is $15 and limited to 
the first eight PAID entries and is due 
TODAY. The format will guarantee at 
least two games and will be played like 
the Men A division described above. 
There is no rain date fortius tournament, 
if it should get rained out, refunds will be 
out to participants. 
BADMINTON: This semester's 
badminton tournament will occur 
tomorrow,Friday March 13 at4:30p.m. 
Entries are now open and are due 
TODAY March 12 at4 p.m. Entries are 
$3 per singles player and $5 per doubles 
team. 
UOP Lacrosse Optimistic Despite Loss 
By Augustine Corcoran 
Staff Writer 
The UOP Lacrosse team came into 
lastSunday'sgamewithSlMary'sexcited 
afteraclose 10-7 loss to Humboldtin their 
opening conference game. SL Mary's is a 
division one team and the Tigeis, being a 
division two team, knew it was going to be 
a tough game. However, the Tigeis have 
a history of playing them tough and 
Sunday's game was no exceptioa 
Just playing St. Mary's well is 
considered success for UOP as playing 
them does not count towards the Tiger's 
conference standings or playoff hopes. 
UOP tumed in an outstanding team effort 
with great individual efforts all around. 
TheoffensewasleadbyseniorBenBudnitz 
who scored five goals. He and offensive 
leader Kenji kikuchi lead the scoring while 
other scoring contributors were Jack 
Hammond, Eric Johnson and Gus 
Corcoran. Freshman Chris Rooke also 
contributed by switching to midfielder to 
help the team's hard working middies. 
The improvement of the defense was 
just as impressive this week. Defensive 
co-captain and goalie Pat Corcoran, who 
himselfplayedasolid game blocking 17of 
23 shots on goal in the first half said of the 
defense "the level of intensity was 
increased this week by the balance of new 
enthusiasticnewcomersandtheexpericnce 
of the veterans." The defense responded 
quickly in this week's game and kept their 
penalties to a minimum. The Tigeis also 
hit the opposing team so hard and so 
frequently it was obviously effecting their 
level of play. 
Defensive veterans Kevin Cantwdl, 
DaveSnow.BameyBradyandDaveFrank 
were joined by Steve Hamilton who was 
playing defense for the first time. 
The score was 6-2 at the half and 16-9 
was the final in a hard fought loss. Team 
captain Ben Budnitz said in the post game 
talk that, "this game was a positive 
building block" and that the team was 
gettingbetlereveryday. Thecrowdseemed 
to. enjoy the game, as they appeared 
especially pleased with the hard hitting. 
With the character of the team, hard hitting 
will be a mainstain part of every game the 
Tigers play. Coach SteveTrotlerdeserves 
agreatdealofthecredit, as he has continued 
tovolunteertos time tocoachUOP Lacrosse 
The Tigers go against rival Sacramento 
State. It promises to be an exciting hard 
fought game. 
AS A SPECIAL MARKETING TEST A MAJOR TRAVEL BROKER IS OFFERING 
EVERYONE WHO RESPONDS WITHIN 72 HOURS OF THIS PUBLICATION DATE. 
UJ m 
As a special marketing teat, we will send to 
each person a free vacation certificate valid 
lor a fabulous vacation to Honolulu, Hawaii, 
This certificate entitles the user to receive 8 
days and 7 nights of lodging for two people 
and one free airline ticket, transfers, baggage 
handling and atl taxes Vou need pay for only 
one airline ticket at the regular coach price. 
There is no other product to purchase and there is 
no charge for this special certificate. We will how­
ever limit the number of certificates to be issued in 
this market to those that respond within 72 hours of 
the publication date of this ad. The reason for this 
special offer is that we wish to test the drawing 
power of this type of advertising and inform you of 
our special travel programs. 
CALL NOW! <5s1a0'8'0:3™3 8 a.m. to 7 p.m. 
HMHW 
ThePacifican, Mar, 
Pharmacy (continued from page 3) 
Expanding With Lifdong Learning 
classmates how our large fees are being 
spent. 
Pursuant to extensive discussions with 
university community members I feel 
that certain improvements and changes 
would be very popular among staff and 
students alike. I think that the condition 
of the seats in our primary lecture hall is 
an embarrassment. In addition to being 
shameful, sitting in those uncomfortable 
chairs for several hours a day, as we 
must, is neither conducive to learning 
nor to musculoskeletal health. Since the 
beginning of school we have been told 
that new seating was forthcoming. You 
imagine the student wide can 
disappointment when we return from 
breaks to find that the chairs have not 
been repaired as promised. I am aware 
of, and have even attended, some of the 
events to gamer financial support.for this 
project. It is unexplainable that we must 
substantially rely on outside funding for 
basics such as seats in the lecture hall. 
When will we have at least new seat 
cushions? Some of my classmates have 
told me that they would be willing to 
install the new cushions if they were 
made available. This is how desperate 
the situation is. 
The laboratory spaceisunderutilized. 
A more effective use of the space would 
be assured if the equipment and supplies 
were more plentiful and modem. In many 
of our overcrowded labs we must wait 
for half an hour or more to use the "work 
area". Laboratory courses should 
stimulate our desire to learn more and 
should expose us to methods used in 
modem facilities; they should not be 
something that all of the students dread. 
Stimulating labs are possible and, to the 
credit of UOP, I do see some 
improvements in the quality of the labs. 
I hope that UOP will continue 
encouraging our already motivated 
faculty in this area. 
Efforts should be made to continue to 
attract and keep outstanding School of 
Pharmacy faculty. More than anything, 
it is the people we remember through our 
lives. Excellent instructors and mentors, 
like Dr. Joel Wagner, will not be easily 
"replaced." Professor Wagner is an 
enormous asset and losing dedicated 
faculty like him will cause the University 
and the students to suffer. 
There is another very distressing 
rumor circulating through the School of 
Pharmacy which might be coupled to 
our predicted loss of Professor Wagner. 
I have heard that ouron campus pharmacy 
will be closing at the end of this term. 
This pharmacy could easily suppoititself 
if it were properly administered and its 
presence enriches the academic 
environment. Even students who do not 
enroll for credit bearing courses in the 
pharmacy under Professor Wagner's 
tutelage receive training from him which 
is made possible by the presence of the 
pharmacy. As part of our course work at 
UOP we receive training in pharmacy 
management and community pharmacy 
practice. It seems that there are several 
very qualified individuals (including Dr. 
Wagner himself) who could devise a 
program to keep our functional and 
educational pharmacy open. 
Faculty members who wish to 
promote graduate studies and to have 
graduate students should be supported. 
A strong School of Pharmacy graduate 
program helps many groups, especially 
the pharmacy students. An active 
graduate school will afford more 
numerous and more qualified laboratory 
teaching assistants. A better graduate 
department would also help create 
academic excitement and give Pharm. 
D. students a glimpse of whatis entailed 
in some of the current research in our 
rapidly developing field. Without 
pharmaceutical and basic science 
research being done here an incomplete 
picture of pharmacy is acquired. With 
more exposures to a variety of learning 
experiences all of the students will have 
a better understanding of our profession. 
We have full enrollment at the School 
of Pharmacy and it appears that our 
funds are being diverted fornonacademic 
expenses. 
Get rid of the NCAA Division I 
money losing athletic teams. The football 
team does not enhance or facilitate the 
education that we receive at UOP School 
of Pharmacy. 
I have reviewed the published 
financial reports for UOP and it appears 
that the football team generates 
enormous costs and hidden expenses for 
us all. 
Thank you foryourtime. I am glad to 
have this forum in which to share my 
ideas. I lookforward to exchanging ideas 
on these and other topics. 
Do you like to party naked? Well, at 
Lifelong Learning we allow you to 
express thatneed. Notliterally of course, 
but we offer many classes that allow you 
yougetajob. But some talk ^collegiate.wordfor 
, ...:n And we offer rwniltifiacited"! fiookitim\ multifacited"! (lookitup). 
AIDS, ballroom and belly 
writing and WordPerfect, crea J 
about will. And we ^ ̂  we 
graduation. But son _ . st 
describe will not have units 
but w e o f t e r m any classes uiaiauuw "unities for fun. . fln conyright, dreams and defied 
to do things you would not ordinarily do. ppo^ are generally ch P jazzandjob searches, you need 
Like wine tasting or AIDS awareness. regular tuition), ar J 
So why are grades so important? Even (cornP. . well (our regular go • 
college has its contradictions, but that is mtereS. savS0)t and are unlimited in ut somen 
notwhatwearediscussinginthiscolumn. ev ua 1 depth, and whatever 
We are talking about classes and tobreadm>her/hel!Pis 
, W thinac related to other dimension there is 
itam 
units and a lot of other things related to 
serious and not so serious stuff. Not 
• everything mentioned here will help 
We are an academic program, 
recreational program, a professional 
You want units? You wantto^ 
You want to prepare for a job? p 
Learning may be just the thing J, 
We are in McConchie Hall. ' 
1 
Meredethe R. Mindlin 
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• SUMMER RATES AVAILABLE 
• EURAIL ISSUED ON THE SPOT 
• FLY INTO ONE CITY AND 
OUT ANOTHER 
• ISIC CARDS / 
AYH MEMBERSHIP 
• ADVICE FROM THE EXPERTS 
120 OFFICES WORLDWIDE 
415-391-8407 




82 SHATTUCK SQ. 
BERKELEY 
CA 94704 m STA TRAVEL 
t University of the Pacific Office of Information Technology 
Now Accepting Applications 
Applications for Computer Lab Technical Assistants tor 1992 Summer 
and Fall semesters are now being accepted. There are 25 to 30 
positions available in the Main Lab, Hand Hail Lab, and South 
Campus Lab. The position encompasses helping students, faculty, 
and staff with IBM and Macintosh hardware and software in the labs. 
Work study eligibility will be a plus. 
You may obtain the applications at the Office of Information 
Technology, which Is located next to the Main Lab. 
The position requires the following qualifications: 
Full time student 
Have a 2.5 GPA or better 
Solid background in IBM and/or Macintosh 
Knowledge of WordPerfect and Lotus for the IBM and/or 
knowledge of Word and Excel for the Macintosh 
Good communication skills 
Enjoy working with people 
Must be responsible, dependable, and enthusiastic 
Applications must be returned bv Friday. March 27, 1992, 
Attack! 
The PC wars have hit home at the big Apple and John Sculley has slashed prices 
on the entire Macintosh line. Macintosh for under $1000 . . . but only at the 
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UOP SCHOOL OF PHARMACY 
DRUG AWARENESS CARNIVAL 
WE NEED CLUBS, DORMS, AND OTHER 
ORGANIZATIONS TO SPONSOR GAME BOOTHS. 
UOP School of Pharmacy is hosting a Drug 
Awareness Carnival for disadvantaged kids and the 
public. We need your help to make it  a 
success. It all takes place Saturday, May 16, 1992, 
10:30-2:30 on the McCaffery Center lawn. 
GREAT PRIZES WILL BE AWARDED FOR THE BEST 
BOOTH 
COME JOIN THE FUN FOR THE KIDS!! 
For more information 
please call David at 476-1512 
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University Computer Store 
A Division of the University Bookstore 
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This evening treat your entire family to the food they love 
best... The Eatery at Sherwood Mail has a testa,,r mr ( 
Choose from Chinese food, Mexican food, gourmet foc^mT^ 
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